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A Correspondent

Facility opened at North Paravur

To preserve scientifically the classified archaeological materials related to the 2,000-year-
old port town of Muziris, the State government-run Centre for Heritage Studies (CHS) has
launched a conservation laboratory.

Located at North Paravur, near here, the new facility for the Muziris Heritage Project (MHP)
will ensure the proper maintenance of the antiques, including papers and pamphlets,
gathered from the various heritage sites included in MHP.

Inaugurating the facility here on Sunday, Fisheries Minister S. Sarma said that the
implementation of MHP was expected to give a new direction to the studies on Kerala as
well as world history.

Stating that the first phase of the project would begin within a few months, the Minister
said that directives had been issued to complete the work on infrastructure by March.
According to him, surveys on the different monuments inside the project area were
progressing under the respective expert committees and would be completed within the
stipulated time period. About 25 historic monuments in Ernakulam district, identified as
part of the project have been renovated during the first phase of the Rs.140-crore tourism
and heritage conservation mission.

The Muziris Tourism Circuit includes the remnants of Muziris and Pattanam, along with
monuments from the Dutch, Portuguese and English colonial periods. The project is
envisaged as a non-formal academic site for the study of Kerala history, archaeology,
folklore and so on.

The MHP is proposed to be completed in three phases, also by ensuring the participation of
the local self- government bodies, government departments and institutions. The State
government has already given the green signal for the Rs.140 crore proposal for Muziris
Cultural Heritage Conservation, of which the Union government has agreed to provide
Rs.40 crore.

Spread across eight grama panchayats and two municipalities in the districts of Ernakulam
and Thrissur, the heritage sites in the MHP include monuments like the Kottappuram Fort,
Synagogue, Dutch Palace, Pallipuram Kotta, Vypikotta Seminary, House of Abdul Rahiman
Sahib, Kottayil Kovilakam, Kodungalloor Bhagavathi Temple, Cheraman Juma Masjid,
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Cheraman Parambu, Thiurvanchikulam Mahadeva Temple, Keezhthali Siva Temple and old
research centres at Pattanam and Kottappuram.

Work on infrastructure to be completed by March
25 monuments have been renovated in first phase


